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"Boole first put forth the problem of Logical Science in its complete generality: Given certain 
logical premisses or conditions, to determine the description of any class of objects under those 
conditions." (W. S. Jevons, 1870) 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, various portions of set theory have been proved decidable (Ville, 1971; 
Gogol, 1978, 1979; Schwartz, 1978; Ferro & Omodeo, 1978, 1987; Ferro et al., 1980a, b; 
Breban et al., 1981; Breban & Ferro, 1984; Ferro, 1985; Cantone et al., 1985, 1987a, b, c, 
1988; Omodeo, 1984; Ghelfo & Omodeo, 1985; Cantone, 1987; Cantone & Ferro, 1986). 
That is, algorithms have been designed for various collections P of set-theoretic formulae, 
in order to answer, for any given p in P, the question: 
"do there exist sets which, when substituted for the free variables of p, make p true?" 
For instance, the formulae in P could be the ones constructed by means of 
9 the operators c~, \ ,  u 
9 the predicates ~, __q, = 
9 the propositional connectives 7 ,  &, V, =~, ~ 
starting from variables that range over sets. This collection of formulae, together with the 
relative decision method, has been called multilevel syllogistic (or simply MLS) .  Various 
constructs can be added to MLS without disrupting decidability, among others: 
9 the predicate Finite, where Finite x means: "x has finitely many members"; or 
alternatively 
9 the construct { . . . . . . .  }, together with the powerset operator Pow (see Cantone, 
1987); or alternatively 
9 the construct Un, having the meaning 
Un x = {y: yez  for some z in x} 
(see Cantone t al., 1987a). 
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A remarkable feature of the decision algorithms that have been discovered is that they 
do not simply reveal the existence of a "solution", but actually describe it (by providing a 
substitution of sets for the variables that satisfies the given formula). However, the 
research as put little emphasis, so far, on other issues which are also important: 
9 is it possible to exhaustively describe all possible solutions of a given formula? 
9 how effective, in practice, are the decision algorithms? 
We are now beginning an investigation along these two directions: in this paper we show 
that certain formulae, called "syllogistic schemes", can be used to exhaustively describe 
the solutions of any formula of MLS extended with the predicate Finite and with the 
construct { . . . . . . .  }. More specifically, every such formula 0 can be written as a 
disjunction V o-, where E~ is the finite collection of all syllogistic schemes of ~b. If ~ is the 
(valid) formula obtained by conjoining together all atoms x = x with x a variable 
occurring in ~b, then every a in I2~ has solutions, no two distinct schemes in Er have 
common solutions, and E~ ___X~. One method--trivial but utterly inefficient-- for 
establishing whether ~b has solutions will hence be to calculate Y.~ and then check whether 
Ee is non-empty. 
In a forthcoming paper we will discuss implementation details of practical value for the 
algorithm deciding MLS. Complexity issues will be addressed in a third paper of this 
series. 
The probtem we are addressing, namely the solvability problem for a collection of set- 
theoretic formulae, can be tackled with a naive approach, at least when it has a positive 
answer. This is why we feel at ease with informal proofs of the correctness of our 
proposed ecision tests, referring to the intuitive notion of the universe of all (finite and 
infinite) sets. This universe is supposed to contain no infinite membership chains of the 
form . .. ~x,  e . . .  e xl e x0; apart from this, no non-elementary principle (e.g. the axiom 
of choice) is required. 
The ultimate goal of the study we have undertaken is the design of a broad-spectrum 
proof verification system that makes direct use of the methods of set theory (see Omodeo, 
1988). Prototypes of parts of such verifier, in particular, the algorithm to be described in 
the next paper of this series, have already been implemented in SETL (see Schwartz, 
1986). The advantages expected from the automation of set theory are: on the one hand, 
user-friendliness of the man-machine interaction; on the other hand, better performance 
in the verification of complex mathematical proofs, which in most cases, when carried out 
entirely in the framework of predicate calculus, is obstacled by a hard-to-manage 
combinatorial explosion. 
2. Directed Acyclic Graphs and Their Realisations 
We begin by defining directed acyclic graphs: 
DEFrNITION 2.1. A graph is a pair G = (V, ") such that 
(i) V is a set, possibly infinite, whose members are called nodes; 
(ii) : v~--~b is a function from V into the family Pow(V) of all subsets of V, such that 
v ~ b for any node v. 
The pairs (v, w) with w in/~ are called edges of G. The non-empty sets of the form b are 
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called places of G. A finite sequence (%, vl), (vl, v2), . . . ,  (on-t, v,), (v,, vn+l) of edges is 
called a path of length n + 1. 
If there is an integer m such that the length of no path exceeds m, then G is called a 
(bounded) directed acyclic graph (DAG for brevity). 
If a function f :  V~ W, with W a family of sets, is such that for all v, w in V, (v, w) is an 
edge if and only i ffv ~fw, then we say that f realises G. 
Later, we will discover that every DAG is realised by a suitable functionf. 
We recall that an analogue of the principle of arithmetic induction holds for graphs, 
saying: 
PRtNCtPLE OF FINITE INDUCTION. Let P be a set of nodes of a DAG, such that 
"any node w whose immediate predecessors (i.e. the nodes v with w in ~) belong to P is 
itself a member of P". 
Then every node belongs to P. 
As an application of this principle we have: 
LEMMA 2.1. In a DAG (V, ") every node w has a height Hw, fully characterised by the 
condition 
Hw = max ((Hv)+ 1 : w in b}. (2.1) 
Moreover, there is an integer m such that Hw < m for every node w. 
PROOF. We will show that P = V, where P consists of those nodes w whose height is 
uniquely determined by (2.1) and which satisfy the additional property that Hw is the 
maximum length of a path ending in w (note that the latter quantity is bound by a fixed 
integer m). If w has no predecessors, then Hw = 0 by the definition of max. Moreover, 
since there are no paths leading to w, in this case Hw satisfies also the desired additional 
property. Now inductively assume that Hv is defined, and satisfies the desired property, 
for each immediate predecessor v of w. One concludes the proof easily, by observing that 
Hv achieves its maximum for those predecessors v such that there is a path of maximum 
length leading to w whose ending edge is (v, w). 
Again by induction, one proves the following: 
LEMMA 2.2. Consider a function "': U--+ V from sets into the collection of nodes of a DAG 
(V, "). Then a function w~-~w' from nodes into sets is induced by "~" via the equality 
w' = (v': w in/J} w {u : w =/i}, (2.2) 
holding for every node w. 
PROOF. By induction on Hw, we will prove that the image w' is uniquely determined for 
every node w. Indeed, if Hw = 0, then w' = {u: w = i~}; otherwise very v with w in b has 
Hv < Hw, hence by the induction hypothesis v' is unambiguously defined, which implies 
that w' is in turn uniquely determined by (2.2). 
DEFINITION 2.2. The members of U in the preceding construction are called scions. If no 
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scion u coincides with any of the sets w', then the pair (U, "') is called a grafting of (V, "). 
A grafting (U, "') is said to be extensional if b = # for every pair v, w of nodes that belong 
to the same places and do not have the form/i. 
Our main goal in this section is to show that every DAG realised by the function v~--,v' 
is induced by one of its graftings. Extensional graftings are particularly promising in this 
connection, in view of (2) of the following lemma: 
LEI~MA 2.3. In an extensional grafting of a DAGG = (V, "), for every pair v, w of distinct 
nodes one has that 
(1) v' -- w' if and only if v and w belong to the same places and, moreover, neither node 
has the form ii; 
(2) v' ew'  if and only if web. Otherwise stated,' realises G. 
PROOF. (1) If V and w belong to the same places and neither one has the form/i, then by 
definition (2.2) we have v' --- {x': v in 2} = {x': w in 2} = w'. For the converse, we assume 
that either v has the form/i or w has the form fi or v, w do not belong to the same places. 
Our aim is to prove that v' # w', which we will do by induction on K = max {Hv, Hw}. If 
K = 0, and, more generally, if either v or w has the form/i, then u will be a member of 
exactly one of v, w. Otherwise, we have v' = {x': v in 2} and w' = {x': w in ~}. Let us 
assume for definiteness that re2  and wr Plainly, x'ev'. If one could have v '= w', then 
x' would belong to w' too, that is x' = y' for some y such that weir. Note, however, that 
max {Hx, Hy} < max {Hv, Hw} because Hx < Hv and Hy < Hw; hence the induction 
hypothesis applies to x and y, giving that x and y belong to the same places and neither 
one has the form ft. By the extensionality of the grafting, we deduce that 2 = j~, which 
implies w e 2, contradicting one of our assumptions. We conclude that v' 4: w'. 
(2) If w ~ b then v' e w' as a trivial consequence of (2.2). Conversely, if v' e w', then, since 
v' cannot equal any/ i  (by the definition of a grafting), we have v' = x' for some node x 
with w in 2. By (1) and by extensionality, this implies b = • and hence we b. 
It is apparent from definition 2.2 that whether a grafting (U, "') is extensional or not 
depends uniquely on its set of values {/i:u in U}. More specifically, the grafting is 
extensional if and only if the set S = V\{ii : u in U} is extensional in the sense explained 
by the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let G = (V, ") be a DAG. An extensional set of nodes of G is a subset S of 
V such that/J = r for every pair v, w of nodes in S with {x : v in 2} = {y : w in j~}. 
Before we prove that every extensional set S is related to a grafting in the manner 
indicated just before this definition, let us show that extensional sets exist for any given G. 
For this purpose it will suffice to consider a subset S of V with fewer than two elements, 
so that the definition vacuously implies that S is extensional. 
The following lemma shows that every extensional set is the complement of the image 
of an extensional grafting. Therefore extensional graftings of any given DAG exist, 
implying, in view of lemma 2.3, that every DAG is realised by the function induced by one 
of its graftings. 
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LEMMA 2.4. I f  S is an extensional set of nodes for G = (V, "), then a grafting (U, "') of G 
exists such that: 
(1) uw-~fi is a one-to-one correspondence b tween U and V\S. (U,") is extensional and 
moreover 
(a) v' c~ U is singleton, for each v in V\S; 
(b) v' n U is empty, Jot each v in S; 
(c) when v, w are distinct nodes, then v' n w' n U = ~. 
(2) For every pair v, w of distinct nodes with v' = w', one has 
(A) v, w e S; 
(B) {x :v ink}={y:w in j~} 
(so that b = ~ by the very definition of extensional sets). 
PROOF. Consider an infinite set X whose size exceeds both the size of V\S and the number 
of immediate predecessors of any node. Indicating by Ibl the cardinality of a set b, we are 
assuming that ISl > n, IXI > IV \S I ,  and IxI > I{v: w in b}[, for every integer n and every 
node w. 
Let v~--~ be a one-to-one correspondence b tween V\S and a subset of X. Moreover.: 
put uv = X\{5} for every node v not belonging to S, so that luol - -  IXI and the function 
sending each uo into v is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the set U = {uv : v in V} 
and V\S. 
By (2.2), we have that w '={v ' :w  in b}u{uv} for every w in V\S and that 
w' = {v': w in b} for every w in S. In the respective cases we have Iw'l = I{u': w in b}l + 1 
and Iw'l = I{v': w in b)l. Since Igl > I{v': w in/~}l and X is infinite, it follows that 
[ul -- ISl > Iw'l in either case, for every u in U. We conclude that (U, "') is a grafting. The 
fact that this grafting is extensional and satisfies conditions (1) and (2) follows easily. 
THEOREM 2.1. For every DAG G one can effectively find a grafting (U,") such that its 
induced function vr-~ v' realises G. 
PROOF. In view of the construction of (U, "') in the proof of the preceding lemma, 1emma 
2.3 implies our result at once. 
The elements of graph theory that we have presented in this section suffice for the 
purposes we are aiming at; nonetheless, we now wish to hint how some of the definitions 
and results above could be rephrased to achieve higher generality. 
In the first place, we could take into account well-founded graphs (WFGs) instead of 
bounded DAGs. Thus, we would be able to prove not only that every WFG is realised by 
a function, but also that every function whose values are sets realises a suitable WFG.  
Secondly, we could assume that "" is a function from U into non-empty subsets of V. 
This change would entail a modification of condition (2.2) in lemma 2.2, namely 
w' = {v': w in ~} u {u : w in fi}. (2.2') 
The definitions of graftings and of extensional sets of nodes would not require any 
additional change, but an extensional grafting would have to be defined as follows: 
"A grafting is extensional if b = # for every pair v, w of nodes such that the conditions 
v e • if and only if w e • for every x in V; 
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v ~/~ if and only if w ~/i, for every u in U; 
hold together." 
With these changes one has that 
"if G is the WFG realised by a function f, then there is exactly one grafting of G that 
induces f ."  
Going one step further, we could define the domain of a grafting to consist of pairwise 
disjoint non-empty sets, none of which intersects {v': v in V}, redefining accordingly: 
w' = {v': w in/~} u U u. (2.2-) 
w~ 
Even with this change, and retaining the definition of extensionality just given, an 
analogue of lemma 2.3 would hold, with (1) replaced by: 
"v'--w' if and only if v and w belong to the same places (of the form • and of the 
form/~)." 
Also, lemma 2.4 would require some rephrasing in order to remain valid in the new 
setting: observe, in fact, that graftings of the kind defined earlier in this section can be 
identified with those graftings--in the new sense--whose domain U and image 
{/J: u in U} both consist of singleton elements. 
Finally, we note that many alternative constructions for the grafting in lemma 2.4 can 
be devised. For instance, it is not hard to choose the scions so that each of them has fewer 
than three elements and so that all scions have the same rank r, with r bigger than the 
height of any node. A careful construction can even insure, for a DAG with finitely many 
nodes, that the rank of each set v' is smaller than 2. IV[. We recall that the rank, rk x, of 
any set x is the ordinal number defined via the recursion 
rkx = U (rk y+l ) ;  
y~x 
(see Jech, 1978). 
3. Syllogistic Sehemes over a Family X of Set Variables 
This section shows that a specific procedure can be used, given a family X of variables, 
to partition the collection of all possible assignments from X to sets into a finite number 
of equivalence classes. Each equivalence class is characterised by a certain formula a of set 
theory which is satisfied by all assignments in the class, and only by these. Formulae 
having the syntactic structure xemplified by a will be called syllogistic schemes. Then, in 
the next section, we will show that for every conjunction q~ of literals of the types x = y, 
x ~ y, x = y u z, x = y \z ,  x e y, x ~ y, x = { y}, Finite x, 7 Finite x, having X as its set of 
free variables, the class of aU assignments that satisfy ~ is a union of classes of the 
partition above. Moreover, it will be shown that there is an algorithm to test whether the 
assignments in a given class of the partition satisfy r This will provide at once a 
satisfiability procedure for conjunctions of this particular kind, thus leading us to the 
rediscovery of a decidability result that was proved for the first time in Ferro et al. 
(1980a). 
We begin by considering sets ao,. . . ,  ai, with I finite. The relations among these sets 
may, by a first approximation, be described by a DAG (1, ') defined by 
i e) if and only if aj e a~, 
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for i, j in I. This is but a first crude approximation, but it allows each a~ to be written as 
a, = b,u {aj: ie)} 
for appropriate sets b~, none of which intersects {ao . . . .  , a~}. To characterise the relations 
among the sets a~ more accurately, it remains to determine the Boolean algebra B 
generated by the b~s (see Sikorski, 1964). This is done by forming the atoms of B. Since 
b o u . . .  w b~ is the maximum of B, the complement b of each member b of B is 
-b ~- (bo u .  . . u b l ) \b ,  
and the atoms of B are the non-empty sets c h of the form 
with h _c I, h r ~. Thus, we have 
and hence 
bi ~U h oh, 
for all i in I. It is plain from the last identity that a~ is infinite if and only if there is an 
infinite set ch with i in h. 
Next, we consider a collection X = {xo, xl . . . .  , x,} of set variables. We introduce a 
collection Y = {Yo, Yt, 9 9 Yj} of auxiliary set variables uch that 
(i) X and Y have no variables in common; 
(ii) there is a bijection ~ Y--. Pow(X)\{r (so that IYI = 2 Ixl- 1). 
Any assignment x#--~a~ of set values to the variables in X determines a Boolean algebra B, 
as explained above. Roughly speaking, the variables yj that we have just introduced are 
"names" for the atoms generating B. Notice, though, that the atoms may fail to be in a 
one-to-one correspondence with the non-empty subsets of X, either because the a,s are 
not  pairwise different, or because some of the above-defined sets ch are empty. Therefore, 
in order to fully charaeterise the assignment xf~--~a~, one has to indicate which subset Z of 
Y consists of "official names" of the atoms of B. Moreover, if one wants to specify which 
ones, among the atoms ch, are finite sets, one must indicate the subset F of Z formed by 
the names of such atoms. 
Let us also consider an equivalence relation ,-~ over X. Referring to a pre-established 
ordering < of all variables of set theory in a denumerable s quence v0 < ol < v2 < . . . .  we 
can partition X into equivalence classes 
{x00, x0 ,  . . . . .  XoLo}, {Xlo,  xH . . . .  , {XNo, . . . ,  
with X,o < x,~ <. . .  < x,L" for n = O, 1 , , , . ,  N ,  and with Xoo < x~o <. . .  < xNo. 
We put s ,=x ,o  for n=0,  1 . . . . .  N, and choose S={so, s~,...,sN} as the set of 
representatives of the equivalence classes of ~. Finally, we consider a DAG structure 
(S, ") (see definition 2.1) superimposed to S. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X, Y, ,,-, (S, ") be as above. Let F c Z _ Y be such that 
(a) ~ _ S, for all z in Z; 
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(b) there are no distinct v, w in S such that 
(bI) v~ if and only if wGk, for all s in S, and 
(b2) v s ~ if and only if w e ~, for all z in Z 
hold together. 
Let ~, Pzv denote the formulae 
6=mr &(y j#~& &x,q~yj& & yjc~yk=O), 
j<~J \ t.~l J<k<<.J 
PZF=ncf ~t (S, =X,:  . . . . .  X"L"= U ZU ,?S {r})& a Finite(f)& a -]Finite(z). 
n<<-N z~Z f cF zeZ\F  
We put azr =D,e6 & Pzr and call O-z~ a syllogistic scheme over X (relative to X,  ,,~, .). 
REMARK. It is clear that there are only a finite number of possible syllogistic schemes over 
a given set X of variables and that they can be determined by an algorithm. Also, each set 
X admits some syllogistic scheme. 
Next, we define the solutions of a set-theoretic formula. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let q~ be a formula in the language of set theory extended with the 
predicate Finite. Suppose X is the collection of all free variables of % Then a solution of r 
is any assignment M:X~V (where V denotes the e/ass of all sets) such that one has 
q~M = TRUE, where ~o ~t is the result of evaluating q9 in M by interpreting each operator 
and predicate in ~o according to its ordinary set-theoretic meaning. 
~o is said to be: 
solvable if it admits some solution; 
- -  unsolvable if it has no solutions; 
m valid if every possible assignment is a solution of cp. 
We now prove some useful properties of the class of solutions of a given syllogistic 
scheme, 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a solution of a syllogistic scheme azr. Then M assigns different values 
to distinct variables in S. Moreover, VM G W M if and only if w ~ b, for every v, w in S. 
PROOF. We omit the proof, which resembles closely the proof of lemma 2.3. In particular, 
the first part of the statement is proved by induction on K = max {Hv, Hw}, where v, w 
are distinct nodes of (S, "). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a solution of a syllogistic scheme Uzv. Then for every s in S one has: 
s ~ is infinite if and only if s G ~ for some z in Z\F .  
PROOF. If S e ~ for some z in Z\F ,  then ~ Finite(z) occurs in Uz~, thus implying that z M is 
infinite. But zM~ S M, hence s ~t is infinite too. Conversely, if s M is infinite, z M must be 
infinite for some z in Z for which s e L Therefore, z e Z \F ,  proving the lemma in both 
directions. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let M be a solution of the syllogistic scheme CrzF. Then, putting 
for all z in Z, we have 
z u ~ ~, __= z M w {s u : s in S}, 
(so that z M is infinite if and only if ~ is infinite). 
PROOF. It is clear that z u __= L On the other hand, since for each v in S, v u is a finite union 
of sets zo u and {sU}, with Zo in Z and s in S, and the sets of type z~ are pairwise disjoint, 
it follows that ~ is contained in the union of {sU: s in S} with a finite union of disjoint 
sets of type Zo u. As a matter of fact, if ~ __%_ z0 u, then Zo M ~ v ~ for all v in ~, and z~tn v u = 
for all v in S\), which in turn imply Veto if and only if ve~, i.e. zo=z. Thus 
___ z u u {s u : s in S}, and the lemma is proved. 
We are now in a good position to prove that the syllogistic schemes over X determine a 
partition of all possible assignments of set values to the variables in X. 
THEOaEM 3.1. (Mutual exclusion). Let a o and el be two distinct syllogistic schemes over X 
and let M b be a solution of ab,for b = O, 1. Then Mol x # Mtlx, i.e. there is some x in X such 
that Mo x # Mix.  
PROOF. Let a o and a 1 be relative to ( 'o ,  ', Zo, Fo) and (~ l ,  *, Z1, FI) respectively. We 
consider the following cases. 
Case A. If N 0 # ~1, then there exist v, w in X such that v~bw and v,~l_bw. By lemma 
3.1 v M~-b # WMI-b, whereas obviously v ~ = w ub, so that Mol x # MII x. 
Case B. Suppose now that ~ o = ~ t, but (S, ') # (S, *). This means that there exist v, w in 
S such that web if and only if wr Assume for definiteness that w~b and we*  V. 
Therefore, again by lemma 3.1, v M~ e w Mo and v ~ C w M~, which proves the lemma in the 
present case. 
.Case C. Consider now the case in which ,-~Q= ~t , (S , ' )=(S ,  *), but Za~Z~.  Let 
z~Zb,\Zl_b,, b*~ {0, 1}. 
Observe that as an immediate consequence of lemma 3.3, one proves 
s 
Therefore, if by contradiction Molx = Mltx, then we would have 
q U 
wz v~S\~ 
which implies z ~ Z~-b*, a clear contradiction. 
Case D. The last case to be considered is
~o=~1,  (S , ' )=(S ,* ) ,  Zo=Z~, 
In such a case there exists fr for some b* in {0, 1}. 
implies that 
but Fo ~ F1. 
Lemma 3.3 therefore 
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and 
(~ ut-b.'} \ ( 0 VMt-b'~ is infinite, 
showing that even in this case the lemma holds 
Next, we show that the class of all solutions of a syllogistic scheme is non-empty. 
THEOREM 3.2. (lrredundancy). Every syllogistic scheme is solvable. 
PROOF. Let azF be a syllogistic scheme relative to X, ~,  and let S be the set of all 
variables which are representative of equivalence classes of ~ (see paragraphs preceding 
definition 3.1). Put 
V = S u (Y\(Z\F)) u~)\F I=, 
where the l~s are pairwise disjoint infinite sets of variables which are disjoint from X u Y 
too. 
Extend from S to V by putting 
f=f  i f f~F ;  
t=~ i f t~ I~forsomez inZ\F ;  
.~=~ i fyEY \Z .  
Observe that each newly introduced node has no predecessors in (V, "), therefore (V, ") is 
a DAG. 
Let us show, now, that S is an extensional set of nodes for (V, ") (of. definition 2.3). 
Indeed, if x, y are variables in S such that 
(vEV: x in b} = {veV : y in b}, 
then 
{seS:x in~}={seS:y in~} and {zeZ:x in~}= {zeZ: yin~}, 
which by the very definition of syllogistic schemes (cf. definition 3.1) implies x = y and in 
particular ~ = #. 
From the fact that S is an extensional set of nodes for (V,'), it follows in view of lemma 
2.4 that (V, ") has an extensional grafting (U, "), with "" a bijection from U onto V\S, 
which induces a function ' on V defined by: 
w '=(v ' :v in  Vandwinb}w{ueU:w=f i} .  
Moreover, such a function has the property that if v' -- w', then v, w e S and b = #. 
Putting: 
I 
x~ = x'o for all x,l in X 
z M=(t ' : t in lz} i f z~Z\F  
yM = (y,} if y ~ Y\(Z\F), 
it is an easy matter to verify that M so defined is a solution of azr. Indeed, the very 
definition of M implies at once that y~ ~ ~ for all y in Y. Also, if x M ~ y~ for some x in X 
and y in Y, then there exists in S such that s ~t ~yM which, in turn, implies s' = t' for some t 
in V\X, a contradiction. This shows that M solves 
& xCy. 
x~X 
yEY 
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Much in the same way it can be seen that M also satisfies the remaining conjuncts of 6 
(see definition 3.1). 
Furthermore, s~ = x~ . . . . .  x~, ,  n = 0, 1 . . . . .  N, is immediate. In addition, for each 
s in S we have 
sZ~=s'= {v': v in V and s in b} w {uGU: f i=s} 
= {t ' : t in  Fw( , ,~\ r /=)ands in  ~}w{r ' : r in  Sands in ,}  
= {f' : f in  F and s in J  ~} w {t':t in 1, with z in Z\F  and s in ~) w 
{rU:r in S and s in f} 
= U U {r"}. 
Finally, if z~F, then z~t= {z'} showing that z u is finite, whereas if z~Z\F,  then 
zU= {t':t in 1=} which is infinite. The last paragraph proves that M satisfies Pzr too, 
hence M is a solution of azr, proving the lemma. 
We end this section by proving that every assignment on X is a solution of some 
syllogistic scheme over X. 
THEOREM 3.3. (Exhaustivity). Let E be the (finite)family of all syllogistic schemes over X, 
Then 
is valid. (,~r Y)(~Y~ tr) 
PROOF. Given an assignment 9: X~ V, put x N o y if and only if x g = yO, for x, y in X. 
Let S o be defined as usual with respect o ~ o. For v, w in S 0 we put 
w ~ 13 if and only if v ~ a w o. 
Note that (Sg, ") so defined is a DAG. Moreover, we define Z to be the set of all z in Y 
such that ) ~ S o and ~ ~ r where 
=Def (U(~ DO ) ~ (we~S\1 w~ x~ So}. 
Finally, we put 
F =Dof {f~Z : f i s  a finite set}. 
This defines a syllogistic scheme aze over X. 
Now it is an easy matter to extend g over X w Y in such a way as to satisfy CrZF. As a 
matter of fact it suffices to put z ~ = ~ for all z in Z, and to put 
= {{x , :  x in  s ,}} ,  = . . . . .  = 
where w~ <. . .  < w~ are the elements of Y\Z. Details are left to the reader. 
4. Syllogistic Schemes as Generators of the Solutions of Formulae 
Let ~o be a conjunction consisting of literals of the following types: 
(=)  x=y,x=y~z,x=y\z  
(~) x~y 
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({_)) x = {y} 
(F, I~ t) Finite(x), nFinite(x). 
The next lemma shows that if a solution M of ~o is also a solution for some syllogistic 
scheme azr then every solution of azF solves (p too. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let rp be a conjunction of literals of the types listed above and let azF be a 
syllogistic scheme over the set X of variables occurring in % relative to_  (S, "). Then either 
the implication azF=~q) is valid or azF=~-7 rp is valid. Moreover, it is possible to establish 
algorithmically which of the two cases holds. 
PROOF. It is enough to show that for every literal 2 in q~, either azF=~2 is valid or 
aze=.- "~ 2 is valid and, moreover, there is an algorithm to recognize which is the case. 
Observe that the following statements hold for all v, w, Wo, wl in X and so, sw, Swo, sw, 
in S: 
(a) As a consequence of lemma 3.1 we have: 
(al) v -.. w implies that o'ze=~v = w is valid; 
(a2) v ,~ w implies that azF~V # w is valid. 
(b) Again, from lemma 3.1 we obtain: 
(bl) v --~ so & w ~ s~ & sw~o implies that trzF=~v~w is valid; 
(b2) v -~ so & w ~ s~ & swCk o implies that az~=~v~w is valid. 
(el) v "" so & Wo " swo & wx "~ s~,~ & 
{z~Z : sock} = {z~Z : S~o~ v s~, ~} & 
{xeS:  s~sSr = {x~S: S,~o~ v s~,e~} 
implies that O'z~ =~ v = Wow w~ is valid; 
(c2) v ~ so & Wo ~ Swo & w~ ~ sw, & 
( ( z~z  : sock} # (z~z: s~o~ v s~,e~} v
{xes: so~r # {xeS:  S~,oe~ v s~,~ s~}) 
implies that ~rzF =~ v ~ (w0 uJ wl) is valid. 
(d) Changing v into &7 and u) into \ in (cl) and (c2), we obtain the analogous 
statements for the literal v = Wo\W~. 
(el) v ~ so & w ~ s~ & {zeZ:soe~} =r & {xeS:  soe• } = {s~} 
implies that ~rzF~V= {w} is valid; 
(e2) v ~ so & w ~ s~ & ({~ez :  sock} ~ r v {xeS: sock} # {s~}) 
implies that ~rze=~v ~ {w} is valid. 
(f) F rom lemma 3.2 it follows that 
(fl) v ~ s~ & so s ~ ) implies that 
z~Z\F 
crzr=,, nFinite(v) is valid; 
(f2) v ~ so & so ~ ~ } implies that 
crzv~Finite(v) is valid. 
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An immediate consequence of lemma 4.1 is contained in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.1. (Exhaustivity). Let q~ be a conjunction as above and let E be the set of all 
syllogistic schemes over the set X of variables occurring in r Then it is possible to 
determine a subset ~ of X such that 
E yl( V (4.1) 
XyeY / \ tre~tp / 
is valid. 
PROOF. Put 
X, = {o'eX : a=~cp is valid}. 
The preceding lemma implies that Y,r can be effectively constructed. It only remains to 
show that (4.1) holds true for such a choice of X,. 
Since a =~ q~ is valid for all a in Z~,, it follows that 
( 3 y)( v 4=, 
is valid. ~y~r /\~ez~ / 
On the other hand, theorem 3.3 shows that (3  YI (V a ) i s  valid, and therefore 
a fort ior ie~.(v~ y)(-Y*-.~ a). is valid too. However, the preceding lemma implies that 
~o =~ (V  Y~( a ~ a~ is valid; hence q~ =~ ( 3 Y~( V a) is valid. This concludes the 
proof of the corollary. 
Let MLSSF (Multi-Level Syllogistic extended by the Singleton operator and the 
predicate Finite) denote the class of unquantified formulae whose operators are u, \ ,  {_} 
and whose relators are =,  ~, Finite. 
The previous results give a normalisation method for MLSSF. This is stated in the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let r be a formula of MLSSF. Then there is an algorithm for determining 
certain sets X 1 . . . . .  Xo, Yo of variables and, for each d = 1, . . . ,  D, a family Y'd of syllogfstic 
schemes over Xd, SO that 
is valid, where each Yd is related to X d in the same manner Y was related to X in section 3. 
An immediate consequence of theorem 4.1 is 
COROLLARY 4.2. The class MLSSF of formulae has a solvable satisfiability problem. 
PROOF. Just observe that the preceding theorem implies that ~ can be put in the 
(syllogistic normal) form 
.D 
. . .  ,)(vo vo). 
Ylu uY~ d 1 a~Xa 
Then theorem 3.2 insures that • is solvable if and only if l~a r • for some d in (1 . . . . .  D}. 
(Any decision algorithm of practical value will, of course, avoid the detour through the 
syllogistic normal form. How to do this will be explained in a forthcoming paper.) 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. Let ~O be a formula of MLSSF. Compound terms in r can be 
easily simplified by adding suitable new literals. For example, x u (y\(z u {w})) = u can be 
simplified into 
x uvo  = u & Vo = y \v l  & vl = z u v~ & v~ = (w}. 
Note that such a simplification is both effective and solvability-preserving. 
Assume that 0" is the result of eliminating compound terms from ~ and that Yo is the 
collection of all variables introduced by the elimination process, so that 
D 
is valid. By putting ~b* in disjunctive normal form we obtain a disjunction V ~ba, where 
d=l  
~b a is a conjunction of literals of the forms (=) . . . . .  (~) shown at the beginning of this 
section. Now let X a be formed by the variables of Ca, and apply corollary 4.1. 
5. Directions for Further Research 
5.1. SYLLOGISTIC DIAGRAMS 
The cardinality of X~, is untractably high, in most cases, even for a short formula ~0. For 
instance, as we will see below, the formula a~boc~bl admits 384 syllogistic schemes! 
However, the schemes of this formula can be condensed into the following four syllogistic 
diagrams: 
o' G 17 (7 
b o b I b i bl_ I b o b I b( bl. i 
We feel that a formal characterisation f syllogistic diagrams is not needed for the present 
level of discussion, since these are similar to the well-known Venn diagrams; we therefore 
limit ourselves to providing the necessary clarifications. In each diagram, every region 
labelled 0 is intended to be empty. When two regions are labelled with the same positive 
number (1 or 2), we mean that either one or both of them contain members distinct from 
a, b0, and bl. The insertion of elements different from a, bo, and bl in any region not 
bearing an integer label is optional. With these conventions, the four diagrams represent 
four disjoint collections of syllogistic schemes, spanning the entire family E,~bo~,b,. The 
number of schemes described by the diagrams are: 23, (23. (22-1)) 9 2, (22-1) 9 23. (22-1), 
(27) 9 2, i.e. 8, 48, 72, and 256 respectively. 
In view of the expressive power of syllogistic diagrams in comparison with syllogistic 
schemes, we think that the former deserve a systematic study. Such a study would, in a 
way, be an updating of Venn (1934) and ought to include the design of standard 
techniques for encoding each syllogistic diagram by a set theoretic formula, as well as by 
graphical means. In addition, it should establish criteria for generating a compact 
collection of disjoint diagrams panning X~, for any given q~. Finally, algorithms for the 
manipulation of syllogistic diagrams ought to be devised. To mention just a couple of 
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simple examples, such manipulations should be able to automatically combine the first 
three diagrams above into the single diagram: 
a 
bo bl 
or to obtain the fourth diagram from the two diagrams: 
t7 
bo bl bo b~ 
by discovering the symmetry that relates the two. Minimising techniques for propositional 
disjunctive normal forms (see, e.g. Quine, 1952; Nelson, 1955; Bing, 1956; Ghazala, 1957; 
Loveland & Shostak, 1980) may be relevant for the kind of investigation we are 
proposing. 
5.2. HOPES FOR A GENERALISATION OF THE NORMALISATION METHOD 
In view of the results contained in Cantone (1987), we conjecture that a disjunctive 
decomposition analogous to that described in theorem 4.1 can be carried out for a 
formula ~, containing, in addition to the constructs of MLSSF, also the powerset 
operator. Such a generalisation would certainly presuppose a redefinition of syllogistic 
schemes. 
5.3. DROPPING THE REGULARITY AXIOM 
Throughout this paper we have assumed that membership s well founded, i.e. we have 
postulated that no infinite chain. . .  ~ x 3 ~ x2 e xl ~ x0 exists. Many formulae of MLS, e.g. 
x e x, fail to have solutions in the standard (von Neumann) universe of sets precisely 
because they contradict this assumption. It can be proved (Policriti, 1988), nonetheless, 
that any such formula has solutions in a model of set theory satisfying all of Zermelo- 
Fraenkel axioms (Jech, 1978), except he regularity axiom. 
We conjecture that results analogous to those presented in sections 3 and 4 can be 
proved even in the absence of regularity. Of course, the syntactic structure of syllogistic 
schemes ought to be redefined in order to adjust our results to the modified framework; 
moreover, the overall number of syllogistic schemes of a formula ~0 would generally 
increase. We expect hat not only every syllogistic scheme (in the revised sense) will have 
solutions in a suitable (possibly non-standard) model M of set theory, but also there will 
exist an M in which all syllogistic schemes of ~k will be simultaneously solvable. 
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